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Language Use in lnterlingual Families: A JapaneseEnglish Sociolinguistic Study. By Masayo
Yamamoto. Clevedon, UK: Multilingua! Matters. 2001. 170 pp.
How do the members ol lamilies in which one parenl is a native speaker of Japanese and the other,

a native speaker of English communicate with each other? Which language is most frequently used
belween the parents and the children? ln which situations are children most likely to be willing and able
to use both languages equally well? These are some ol the key questions which Yamamoto Masayo has
researched and discusses in this

book. Her aim is to dispel some ol the folk myths

sunounding

bilingualism and to show that being born to parents with different native languages does not automatically
lead to becoming bilingual. Active bilingualism has to be cultivated. For people starting research ol their

own, or lor parents wishing !o know about research findings, this book is an excellent starting point.
Yamamoto's style is academic but very easy to read, and she highlights the main points so clearly that
this reader's attention was held throughout the book, even in the mosl technical sections.
Language Use in lnterlingual Families has five sections, including a short, but thought-provoking
conclusion. lt stads with a comprehensive overview of sociolinguistic/sociocultural research carried out in

the last twenty years in the lield ol bilingualism in inlerlingual families (i.e., Iamilies with two or more
languages). ln this section she introduces some ol the issues she will examine later in her own study. In
addition to the questions raised above, some ol the other issues covered in this section and the author's
own study are as lollows: 1) Which pattern oI communication between parents and their children seems
most etfective in developing active bilingualism (i.e., speaking as well as understanding both languages)?

2) ls the one parent-one language communication pattern the most elfective in promoting active bilingualism

in both languages? 3) Should parents avoid mixing languages when speaking with their children? 4)
How does the relative prestige ol the two languages affect their acquisition? 5) Does the gender of the
minority language parent have a large influence? 6) Do extended stays in areas where each language is
spoken have a great effect? 7) ls the language ol lormal education a big factor? 8) ls there a clear
connection between the attitudes towards and beliefs about bilingualism ol the parenls and the bilingual
Jtput

language acquisition ol their children?
Yamamoto next summarizes the findings of research conducted in the Japanese context and explains

that there are few studies so lar because multilingualism is still a relatively new area ol investigation in
this country. (ln fact a number ol the studies so far have been carried out by Yamamoto herself.) This
siluation is rapidly changing, nevertheless, owing to recent demographic changes. These are illustrated
with detailed graphs and tables showing the steady increase in the numbers ol international marriages
over the last 40 years and the variety of nationalities which are now involved. lt is interesting to note that,

according to the statistics available, Japanese men are more likely to marry Filipino, Thai, Chinese,
Brazilian or Peruvian women, while Japanese women are more likely to marry American or British men.
Thus, for the children, the potential source ol the minority language tends to dilfer depending on what that
language

is.

For example, in the case ol Chinese, it is more likely to be their mother, but in the case of
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English, it is more likely to be their lather. Moreover, most ol the languages of foreigners involved in

explain

international marriages with Japanese do nol enjoy such high prestige as English in

Thus,

years o

although the author has chosen lo focus on English-Japanese bilingualism forthis study, she acknowledges

Japaner

that, given this highly complex linguistic situation, research also needs to be done among speakers of

bolh lar

other languages to lind out about the situation of the majority ot bilinguals in Japan. She points out that

address

this is especially important because attitudes towards and beliefs about bilingualism may be very different

the chilc

among speakers of languages not considered prestigious.

the nath

Japan.

One ol the most useful sections of lhis book for others researching and writing in this very complex

no siblir

lield is Yamamoto's framework lor categorizing every possible type of interlingual lamily. She has coined
Iour phrases which can be cdmbined to cover all possibilities: cross-native language (i.e., parents have

respond

themsel

ditferent native language backgrounds); shared-native language (i.e., parents have the same native

a senter

language backgrounds); community language families (i.e., the parentat native languages include the

ol the fa

Ianguage spoken in the community); non-community language families (i.e., the parental native languages

Thr

were th,

do not include the language spoken In the community).

The first two objectives ol Yamamoto's study were

investigate the language environments oi

children

cross-native/community language families in Japan by means of a questionnaire survey carried out in
1996. The questionnaire was designed to lind out who uses which language(s) with whom and the

factors

lo

circumstances under which children are likely to speak in the minority language (i.e., English) to their
English-speaking parent. The author explains the purpose of each question and provides the original

r

languag,
bilingual
languag,
adopted

questionnaires in Japanese and English in an Appendix.

The

The section explaining the method ol the study will perhaps be an eye opener for people thinking ot
using a questionnaire survey approach for the first time. The rate of response is far from high; in this

purely a

case, 1,059 questionnaires were distributed and only 397 were retumed

a response rate of only O7.S%.

after the

Ol these, 279 had to be discarded because they did not meet all ol the six criteria Yamamoto had set.
The remaining total of 118 responses was, nevenheless, the largest sample surveyed so lar in this field

situation

-

in Japan.

lamilies
parents

Yamamoto's discussion of her lindings is very thorough and she seems highly aware of the difficulties

and chik

that less expert readers may have in dealing with such data. She explains the surprisingly complicated
number of possible combinations ol language use in interlingual families by using tables and coining

languagr

expressions. To give you an idea ol the nature of the population surveyed, here are some of the findings.
Most families (g4.1%) were nuclear families and only seven (5.9%) had grandparents living with them.

respond

The number of children ranged from one to three, but most had two children (51.1%) or only one child
(35'6%), while 12.7"/" had three. The parents were mostly in the 30 - 40 year age range, and 42.4% had
a mother with Japanese as her native languaSe (pJ), while 57.6% had a father with Japanese as his
native language. The age range of the children was from 3 to 28 yeers old. About one quader of the

parents

,

family hi
and com
as circur
The
question

lamilies had experienced living in an Englishspeaking area for a year or longer.

may wel

Somewhat surprisingly, given that all of the families surveyed lived in Japan, the most common
means ol communication between the parents was English only. The author quotes other research to

interlingL
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Thirdly, t

olved in

explain that this could be due to lhe fact that most Japanese-speaking parents have received at least six

wledges

years ol instruction in English in school, while Englishspeaking parents (pEs) otten have not studied
Japanese as much. The second mosl common means ol communication vias for both parents to use

akers ol

both languages. lt was relatively uncommon lor both parents to use only their native language when

'out

that

addressing each other. The most common patterns of communication between the Japanese parent and

Ciflerent

the children were using both Japanese and English or Japanese only. However, communication between

Thus,

the native English-speaking parent and the children was mosl otten carried out in English. Children with
:omplex

no siblings tended to respond to the pE in English more'often than children with siblings, who tended to

; coined
rls have

respond more in Japanese. Siblings most often used both Japanese and English when speaking among
themselves, closely followed by Japanese only. Very few used English only. Switching languages within

)

a sentence (code-mixing) was common when family members spoke to each other. Less than one third

native

ude the
rguages

of the families reported that they never did this.

The factors which most strongly inlluence lhe use ot English by children when addressing their pE

were the absence of siblings and the language
rents oi

ol

instruction at school. The majority oI school-age

children were attending a Japanese school (79.7%), with only 1Q.2"h al international schools. Other

lnd the

lactors which were shown lo have a strong effecl on whether the child used English or not were the
language use of the parents and their attitudes towards bilingualism, as well as their efforts to promote

to their

bilingualism in their children. The most interesting finding Ior this reader was that the one parent-one

J out in

original

language principle was not the most commonly adopted pattern ol language use and that when it was
adopted, it did not guarantee the child's exclusive use ol English with the pE.

tking of

The section of the book which is perhaps of most interest to readers with a practical rather than

in this

purely academic interest in this topic is the summary of interviews with six larnilies conducted two years

37.5o/o.

after lhe questionnaire survey. The author wanted to gel more detailed inlormation about the tinguistic

ad set.

situations ol these families and convey a sense of how these situations are continually changing. The

ris field

iculties

lamilies were chosen because they were very clear examples of particular types of language use between
parents and children. Two of these families use only Japanese in all communication between parents
and children. One family uses only English. The parents of two ol the other lamilies each use their native

coining

language to address their children, who in turn, respond in the same language to each parenl. The
parents ol the sixth family each use their own native language lo address their children, but the children

rdings.

respond to both in Japanese only. The six case studies are lascinating because the reasons why each

r them.

family has chosen to communicate in the way they do are all valid. This section highlights how unique

re child

and complicated the situation ol each interlingual family is, and how such families have to adapt continually

t% had

as circumstances change, especially as the children grow older.

rlicated

as his

ol the

There are

three main

limitations

in

this study which the author acknowledges. Firstly, the

questionnaire was answered by volunteers, so the sampling was nol random. This means that the resulls

may well not apply to lamilies outside this study. Secondly, the study was limited to Japanese-English
)mrnon

interlingual families, so the findings may not apply when speakers of other languages are involved.

trch to

Thirdly, the children's language proficiency in each language was not measured. This means ihat it is not
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possible to judge whether the reason that some children do not actively use English is a lack of proficiency

Can.Th

will. Also, it is not possible to know from this study if the children who actively use
both languages suffer some language deficiency in one or both languages. Finally, this reader was
rather than a lack pl

expecting more comments on the influence ol the gender ol the minority language parent on acquisition of
the minority language, as this was discussed in some detail in Yamamoto's review of previous research.

Perspa
Altt
minoritie
loss sinr

I

would also like to have known what the opinions of the children themselves are about their language use.

This book is nol meant as a guide on how to raise children lo be active bilinguals. Rather, it serves

to underline the fact that children of interlingual lamilies are highly influenced by the language ol the
rnainstream society and will not spontaneously acquire the languages of both their parents. Active
bilingualism needs to be worked towards by both parents and children, otherwise the children will tend to
become passive bilinguals or monolinguals in the majority language. For this reason, I recommend this
work to all parents ol interlingual families. lt is a good starting poinl for parents with very young children
and could be effective to revitalize those whose energy and resolve are flagging iurther along the road of
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Can Threatened Lang'uages be ,Saved? Beversing Language Shift, Bevisited: A 21st Century
Perspective. Edited by Joshua Fishman. Clevedon, UK: Multilingual Matters. 2001. xvi + 503 pp.
Although the distinguished sociolinguist Joshua Fishmanl has written extensively on language
minorities, language death2, and the need for systematic language planning to reve;se minority language
foss since the beginning of his career in lhe early 1950s, it was his 1991 book, Reversing Language Shift:
Theoretical and Empirical Foundations of Assistance to Threatened Languages, that resulted in wide-scale

locus on the impending loss of many ol the world's estimated 6,000 languages. This seminal work
consisted of 14 chapters, eight on theoretical and practical issues ol language maintenance and loss, and

six presenting case studies ol endangered languages having the potential to be revitalized: lrish-Gaelic;
Basque and Frisian; secular and religious Yiddish, Navajo, and Spanish in the U.S.; Maori in New
Zealand; Aboriginal and immigrantiminority languages in Australia; and modern Hebrew, French in Quebec,

and Catalan in Spain. Fishman suggested that the key element preventing language shift was the active
transler of the first language (also called Ll, minority, or heritage language) to the subsequent generation,

a process requiring both family and community supporl and one greatly facilitated through government
policy.

tiversity

To systematically analyze language loss, Fishman developed the Graded lntergenerational Disruption
Scale (GIDS), an eight-stage model of minority language use, where Stage 8 indicates incipient language
death, with use by only a lew aged speakers. Stage 7 use is limited to the older generation, while Stage 6

use is characterized by transmission of the language to the younger generalion, who use it in the home
and community. Stage 5 is characterized by community-based schools for language maintenance, Stage
4 use is expanded to privale and public schools, and Stage 3 is expanded to include other local/regional
contexts and the workplace. Stage 2 use includes localiregional mass media and governmental services,
while Stage '1 use includes all previous categories plus higher education, government and media use. ln

terms ol language revival and maintenance, movement through the stages towards Stage 1 is the goal,
with Stage 6-continued transmission to the next generation-being most critical for language maintenance.

This scale has become a primary means for assessing the degree of language revitalization or the

extent of language loss3, and language maintenance is now a locus for educational initiatives and

bilingual research. During the past decade there has been a proliferation of case studies of
minority/heritage language maintenance programs among indigenous and immigrant populations and a
number of important works have been published or revised to address language revival and maintenance

issues (e.9., Baker,2001;Cryslal,2000; Dixon, 1998; Grenoble and Whaley, i998; Hinton and Kale,
2001; Kouritzin, 1999; Nettle and Romaine, 2000; Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000).

ln his 2001 edited volume Fishman builds significantly upon his 1991 work by re-examining the
languages analyzed in 1991 to determine the direction ol change over the past decade, and to examine

the etfectiveness of his eightstage GIDS model as a tool lor analyzing language shitt and revitalization

gains. ln the preface to this revisitation of the languages, topics and model introduced in 1991, Fishman
notes that although Fleversing Language Shitt (RLS) has now become a.mainstream topic in bilingual
education, with its own conferences, journals and media attention, it urgently needs data-driven theoretical

principles on how to prevent or remedy language shift: "RLS progress is revealed as taking three steps
Japan Journal of Multilingua!ism and Multiculturalism, Volunie
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forward and two steps back; and, while its progress is slow, its woes and lears are numerous . . . "(p. xiv).

lnr

The new book.differs lrom the 1991 volume in that it is an edited collection of 19 chapters, with an

requestr

introduction, conclusion and chapter on secular and religious use ol Yiddish by Fishman, and the remaining

modifice

ehapters written by leading specialists in the minority languages examined. lt is therefore an essential

usefulne

sequel lo the 1991 work. The book is organized by geographic area, with the Americas as the lirst

authors

section, containing chapters on Navajo, Spanish in New York, Yiddish, Quebec French, and the rndian

overlap,

languages of Otomi and Quechua. The second section examines language maintenance in Europe,

in Austri

treating lrish, Frisian, Basque, and Catalan. The third section deals with African and Asian languages:

eight sti

Oko, Andamanese, Ainu, and Hebrew. The linal section discusses the Pacific: Aboriginal

rhe high

and

immigranVminority languages in Australia, and Maori in New Zealand. Many chapters, specifically Chapter

4 by Fishman on Yiddish, Chapter 5 on Quebec French, by Bourhis, Chapter

I on the lrish language

ln

by O

recreatit

Riagdin, Chapter 9 on Frisian by Gorter, Chapter 10 on Euskara (the Basque language) by Bachoc and

452, ital

Zabalela, Chapter 11 on Catalan by Strubell, Chapter 14 on the Ainu language by Maher, and Chapter 15

globalizi

on Hebrew by Spolsky and Shohamy (its revitalization being a classic example ol movement through the

today),

scales of Fishman's GIDS model) report positive gains in RLS over the past decade due lo increased use

SUCCESS

by family, friends, neighborhood and community, especially when augmented by educational programs,

discussi,

govemmenl support-it not actual legislation designed to promote the language-and possibilities lor use

social,

in the broader social Sense.

ol its

However, other case studies are not optimistic. ln Chapter

2 Lee and

i

e

sp

McLaughlin report that

educatic

a formerly robust heritage language with special schools since the 1930s, is in danger of
3 by

data, an

Garcfa, Morfn and Rivera reports that Spanish in New York is also declining, with an increased use of

HLS car

"Spanglish", a mixture ol Spanish and English, as an identity marker. Chapter 6 on Otomi use in Mexico

and "the

Navajo,

lnl

declining because ol the lailure ol transmission to the younger generations. Similarly, Chapter

by Lastra, and Chapter 7 by Hornberger and King on Quechua, a group of 17 varieties spoken in the
Andean highlands, indicate that both language groups are declining and that revitalization etforts are
hindered by negative perceptions of bilingual speakers by Spanish monolinguals. Chapter 12 on the Oko
language

ol Nigeria by Adegbija also reports a decline in use due lo "low emotional, intellectual

and

lunctional investment" (p. 287), the author observing that a world-wide threat ol death hangs over such
"status poor, officially inconsequential and lunctionally emaciated languages" (p.

284). Chapter 13 by
For

Annamalai and Gnanasundaram on Andamanese (a group ol dialects spoken in the Andaman lslands in

the Bay ol Bengal) reports language shift directly linked to a decline in the population. With only

35

Andamanese remaining, the language is headed towards extinction. C,hapter 16 by Clyne notes the
continuation of language shilt for Australian minority languages such as Greek, Dutch German, Latvian,
Vietnamese, Arabic, Spanish and Chinese, while Chapter 17, on Aboriginal languages by Bianco and
Rhydwen, places many of the Aboriginal and lsland languages at Stage 8, with 90% near extinction, and

emphasizes their poor prospects lor tulure survival. Chapter 18 by Benton and Benton discusses the

Maori language in New Zealand, finding that there is still not significant movement along the GIDS
towards language maintenance.
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ln addition to assessing the degree of minority language revitalization or shift, each contributor was

. "(p. xiv).

rs, with an

requested.lo comment on the robustness of the GIDS model as an evaluative tool and to recommend

rremaining

modifications. Many used it as an organizational lramework lor their chapter and all commented on its

r

essential

usefulness for understanding the complex process of minority language use in society. However, severat

rs the lirst

authors called for more llexibility, noting that the stages are not always linear and sequential, but may

the lndian

overtap, depending on region and political initiatives. For example, in Chapter 17 on Aboriginal language

in Europe,

in Australia, Bianco and Rhydwen note that patterns

anguages:

eight stages, and that for some languages, progress beyond Stage 6 will never occur, so relinement of

iginal and

the higher numbered part of the scale would be useful.

ol language use in Australia do not lall neatly into the

lly Chapter

ln the final theoretical chapter, Fishman emphasizes that RLS is "concerned with the recovery,

uage by O

recreation and retention ol a complete way of life, ineluding non-linguistic as well as linguistic features (p.

achoc and

452, italics are the author's), concluding thal threatened languages can be saved, despile the impact of

)hapter 15

globalization and the resulting dominance ol English (termed a "killer language" in much of the literature

rrough the

today), if this is recognized. Despite noting that none ol lhe cases in the current volume report dramatic

eased use

successes, he nonetheless linds that the general climate has improved. Still, as noted by Baker in his

programs,

discussion of Fishman's previous work (2000, p. B4), Fishman closely relates language vitality to the

es lor use

social, economic and symbolic status ol the minority language, the geographical density and distribution

of its speakers, and the degree of institutional support, including religion, administration, mass media,
eporl that

education and the community. Fishman also revisits the GIDS, examining each scale in light of the new

danger of

data, and linds that its application remains useful.

pter 3

ln his characteristic way of reducing complexity to homily4, Flshman ends with the comment that

by

ied use of

RLS can be reduced to three strategies @.

in Mexico

and "the right step at the right time"

a74:

"shoot for the moon", "anything is better than nothing,"

. He then suggests:

ken in the
The complexity of human motives and identities is rarely better illustrated than via the
RLS scene, where neither total triumph nor lotal resignation, neither total reason nor
total irrationality are in the offing, and where particularism and globalization cohabit in
a sometime antagonislic as well as in a sometime cooperative marriage. Human
socielies will just have to make room for both . . . as migration and globalization . . .
both continue to advance . . . (p. 480).

:fforls are
,n

the Oko

rctual and

over such

rterl3

by
For those concerned with minority language maintenance, this book is ari essential companion to the

lslands in
;h

only 35

notes the

1991 volume.

Notes

.

r, Latvian,

'l

ianco and

2.

ction, and
usses the

the GIDS

3.
4.

Fishman's biography is available at:
http:/iwww.stanlord.edu/dept/SUSE/Spencer_PBproject/indexaffiliates.htm
The process of language death is referred to as "language shitt," indicating a continued reduction in
the number of speakers until there are none left.
See Crystal, 2000 for a list of solutions to avoid language death.
Fishman is considered to be the 1957 originator of the famous saying (originatly about Yiddish
linguistics) regarding the link between military/economic might and language status: 'A language is a
dialect.with an army and a navy."
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ldentity and Language Learning: Gender, Ethnicity and Educational Change. By Bonnie Norton.

:don,

UK

Essex, UK: Pearson Education Limited. 2000. 'l7g pp.
Orawing on post-structuralist theories

of identity, cultural studies, leminist research and

critical

ethnography, Bonnie Norton argues throughout ldentity and Language Learning that language learning,
;istance to

which includes lhe right to speak, is not a neutral form of communication, but is tied up in complex,

Besponse.

unequal relations of power in which individuals can contesl and bring about change. She asserts,

:.

London:

rs. Oxford:

zn Rights?

the learning of a second language is not simply a skill that is acquired with hard work
and dedication, but a complex social practice that engages the identities of language
learners in ways that have received little attention in the field of SLA. (p. 132)
ln Chapter One, Norton introduces a fictional character in order lo examine the basic themes which
she comes back to throughout the book: identity and language learning; power and identity; motivation

University

and investment; ethnicity, gender and class; and communicative competence. She challenges current
SLA theorists who have neglected to include in their identity theories the impact ol power relations in the
social world and their ettect on the social interaction between L2 learners and target language speakers.
ln this study, the second language learners thal Norton focused on were iive immigrant women-two

of whom were young and single and three who were manied, with careers and family responsibilities.
These women had responded to a call Norton had made after having helped teach a six-month ESL
course lo recent immigrants in a special program in Canada. She asked for participants willing to take
part in a long-term project, which included keeping a diary, and then set up eight weekly sessions at her
lrome to discuss their diary entries. Her survey also included two questionnaires, individual interviews,
and written essays. The purpose of the diary study was lor the participants to

reflect on their language learning experiences, not only in the classroom, but in the
home, the workplace and the community. The emphasis of the diary study was on
what participants thought, felt and did, in response to dilferent language learning
situations and dilferent encounters with speakers of the target language. (p. B0)
Norton challenges current SLA notions of motivation which create an image of learners as unitary

and unchanging. lnstead, her concept of investment "signals the socially and historically constructed
relationship ol learners to the target languages, and their often ambivalent desire to learn and practice it"
(p. 10). She draws on Bourdieu's concept of cultural capital (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977):

lf learners invest in a second language, they do so with lhe understanding that they

will acquire a wider range of symbolic and material resources, which will in turn
increase the value of their cultural capital. Learners expect orhope to have a good
return on that investment. . . (p. 10)

Symbolic resources include language, educalion, and friendship, while material resources include capital
goods, real estale and money.
in C'tapter Two, Norlon details the hows and whys of some of her procedural decisions:
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used is

My nexl strategy was lo categorize allthe data that pertained to everyday experiences
implicated in the production ol gender and ethnicity. I wrote up a chapter on each of
these issues respectively, drawing comparisons across participants. This was a
valuable exercise in that it gave me the opporlunity to examine how gendered and
ethnic idenlities are structured' across time and space, and how opportunities to
practice English must be understood within this context. (pp. 34 - 35)

often wi
so that

I

Th

see tha

llound this detailed description of the process of how she went about conducting her research, including

not the

r

her thought and organizational processes, very helpful.

ln Chapter Three, Norton introduces other studies ol immigrant language learners from around the

world. Then, arguing that each woman's investment in English must be examined in the context of her
purpose for coming to Canada, her future hopes and her changing identities, Norton portrays her.participants
in detail, describing the younger two women in Chapter Four and the three older women in Chapter Five.

Thus, N

The older women's gendered identities as mothers set them apart from

situatior

th_e

single women. Norton does

an excellent and insightful job of both separaling these two groups and also comparing within each group
and across the two groups.

access
supporti

Chapter Six, where Norton goes back to the problem of the inadequacy ol SLA theory to explain

identity and language learning issues, is probably the most important chapter in the

book.

Afr

Nodon

Accultur

demonstrates her claims using the voices ol her participants. ln pailicular, she highlights the lack of the

the targ

incorporation of notibns of power into SLA theories. She presents several specific SLA theories and by

develop

refening back to her cases, reveals how they have lallen short.

very littl

First, Norlon blasts Spolsky's (1989) Natural Language Learning Theory for five claims he makes

determir

which are unsupported in the experiences of her participants. His first claim, according to Norton, is that

at a gre

"in natural language learning, the target language is used for authentic communication and not for
contrived, classroom purposes" (p. 119). However, Norton shows in her immigrant women's accounts

that SL/

that their target language speakers were often not willing "to engage in a negotiation of meaning with

note tht

language learners. . .

. More often than not, the native speakers would indicate through

paralanguage

their impatience with these foreign women: 'l could see by their lace that they think this', said Eva" (pp.
110-111).

had rele

inferior:
betweer

takes lo

Spolskyb second claim that the learner is surrounded by fluent speakers of English in natural

second

language learning was also shown to not be tiue for most of Nofion's participants, who either lived in

Ieamer

immigrant neighborhoods or else seldom spoke with Anglophone neighbors. While the workplace for

1

Ne

some of the women provided environmenls with fluent speakers ol English, they were often organized

theory.

into social networks in which the immigrant women struggled, and often failed, to gain access.

motivati,

Spolsky's third claim, cited by Norton, that "the outside world is open and stimulating, where there is

a multitude of contextual clues for understanding language in use" (p. 111), also was unsupported

in

in

Nortc

feelings

Nortonb immigrant women's experiences. Her participants were all intimidated 'by strangers-by people

symbolir

who did not know them, their personal histories, and the fact that they were not uneducated, illiterate,

speak a

immigrants" (p. 111).

The lourth ol Spolsky's claims given by Norton is that "in nalural language learning, the language
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used is free and normal, rather than carelully controlled and simplitied" (p. 112). The women in the study
olten wanted to speak, but could not because they were restrained by inequalities of gender and ethnicity,
so lhat language was "seldom free and normal, but a mechanism of social control" (p. 112).

The linal claim of Spolsky's which Norton challenges is that the native speaker makes an effort to
see that language is comprehensible. Norton oflers many examples to demonstrate that this was often
>luding

nd Jhe

of her
>ipants

not the case.

The research

suggests that the onus is on the learner to understand and be
understood, and nol on the nalive speaker lo ensure that the learner understands.
Whenever a breakdown in communication occurred, it is signilicant that the learner
lelt ashamed, while the target language speaker lelt impatient or angry. (p. 112)

r Five.

Thus, Norton concludes that natural language learning as depicted in SLA literature does not address real

r does

situalions "frequently marked by inequitable relations of power in which language learners struggle for

group

access to.social networks that will give them the opportunities

to practice their English in safe

and

supportive environments" (p. '1 13).
)xplain

After dismissing Spolsky's claims, Norton goes on to demonstrate the incompleteness of Shumann's

ヾorton

Acculturation Model of SLA (1976, 1978), which asserts that the degree to which.learners acculturale to

of the

the target language group will control the degree to which they acquire the second language. Shumann

tnd by

developed this theory through a study (Cazden, et. al, 1975) in which an immigrant called Alberto showed

very little linguistic development over a ten-month period compared with the other parlicipants. Shumann
nakes

determined that the reason was that Alberto did not acculturate to the target language group and remained

is that

at a greater social distance. lnstead of "blaming" Alberto for his inability to acculturate, Norton suggests

ot lor

that SLA theory has neglected to consider that it was the donlinant power structures within society which

punts

had relegated Alberto lo a marginalized status, hampering his ability to accullurate. SLA theory tails to

g with

note the "inequitable relations ol power, in which second language groups are socially structured as

Suage

inlerior to the dominant group" (p. 116). Norton also challenges the assumption that 'positive attitudes

r" (pp.

between the taiget language group and the second language group will enhance SLA" (p. 117). This
takes for granted that "members ol the target language group are happy to accommodate attempts by the

atural

second language group lo assimilate and that they will reciprocate the positive attitudes bl the language

red in

leamer group" (p. 1 17).

:e for
rnized

Next Norlon moves on to examine Krashen's (1981

, 1982) Aftective Filter Theory and molivation

theory. She suggests that instead ol the uniiied, coherent measure of a person's type or intensity ol
motivation (intrinsic/extrinsic), the investment model is much more relevant here. While all ol the women

ere!s
ted in

in Norlon's sludy were highly motivated to learn English, they were held back on many occasions by
leelings of inadequacy and discomfort, especially in talking to people, "in whom they had a parTicular

eople

symbolic or material investment" (p. 120; Norton's italics). Norton refers lo the learners' motivation to

erate,

speak as investments connected with their identities and desires for their future.

Next, Norton challenges conceptions of the role of anxiety and self-confidence in SLA theory.
,uage

Departing from the concept ol the poor language learner with a closed affective tilter, Norton addresses
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the socially constructed feelings ol anxiety that these learners are made to feel. These feelings of anxiety
and lack ol self-control are linked to the relations of power which these women had to negotiate in their

Refer,
Bourd

-6(

everyday sociat interactions and their marginalized positions in Canadian society (p. 123). Norton sums

Bourd

this up: "Their anxiety could not be considered an invariant personality trait, but a condition constructed

Cazde

in(

by poor economic conditions and limited life chances" (p. 129.
Later in Chapter Six, Norton deals with the theory of subjectivity as delined by Weedon (1987, p. 32):

"Subjectivity is defined as the conscious and unconscious thoughts and emotions ol the individual, her
serise ol herself and her ways of understanding her relation to the world" (quoted in Norton, 2AOO, pp. 124

- 125).

The first defining characteristic of subjectivity, according to Norton, deals with the multiple,

non-unitary nature of the subject in contrast to the SLA definition, which presupposes individuals as
having an "essential, unique, fixed and coherent core" (p. 125). In contrasl to this,
posl-structuralism depicts the individual*the subject-as diverse, contradictory,
dynamic and changing over historical time and social space. Subjectlvity is conceived
ol as multiple rather than unitary, decentered rather than centered. (p. 125).
ln the second defining characteristic, according to leminist post-structuralist theory, subjectivity is produced

in a variety ol social sites (home, workplace, school, community) in which relations of power structure the
various positions of .people (such as leacher, child, leminist, manager, critic) [p. 127]. Norton reveals
through her participants the notion that once a person takes up a position within a ce(ain site, that person
may contest and resist that position by their own agency.

The concept of identity as a site ol struggle is a logical extension of the position that
identity is multiple and contradictory. lf identity were unitary, fixed and immutable, it
could not be subject to change over time and space, not subject to contestalion. (p.
127)
Finally Norlon shows how the changing quality of a person's identity also applies to subjectivity.

ln the linal pafi of Chapter Six, Norton uses Bourdieu's (1977) notion of legitimate discourse to
conceptualize language learning as a complex social practice, rather than an abstract, internalized skill (p.

129). The book concludes with a chapter dealing with applications of her study to ctassroom practices.

As I intend to conducl qualitative ethnographic research along the lines of what Norton has done
here, I lound this book extrerpely helpful not only in the depth of the lindings, but also in the detailing of
the processes that she went through in setting up, conducting and analyzing her data. Norton deals with
some very important questions that I have grappled with, such as ethical issues involved in dealing with

participants. I especially like her approach of collaborating with the participants in a process oI helping
them to address their own'agendas. Her methodologies dnd insights wilt certainly be helpful in my own

research, which draws on

a small pool ol

biculturallbilingual community in Japan.
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Doing Qualitative Research: A Practical Handbook. David Silverman. London: Sage publications.
2000. 316 pp.
I lound David Silverman's book on qualilative research, Doing Quatitative Research:

A

practical

proce
valual
literatr

Handbook(2000), to be extremely helpful in laying out not only what qualitative research has to offer, but

pages

also, and lor me more importantly as a Ph.D. candidate in the initial stages of qualitative research, in
providing practical details ol how to go about doing it. Throughout his work, Silverman provides various

the or
Part

S

examples of both student works-in-progress and professional studies. I lelt that this book would be
particularly relevant lor qualitative research involving bilingual and bicultural subjects using such data as

at the

transcripts ol naturally occurring language or interviews. lt is very clear that having published numerous

relerrt

I

practical how-to-do'research texts for studenls (e.g., Quatitative Methodology and Sociology 1gg5;
lnterpreting Qualitative Data: Methods for Analyzing Talk, Tert and lnteraction 1g93: euatitative Research:

which

Theory, Method and Practice, 1997), Silverman has made considerabte efforls to ensure that this book is

name

probably his best yet in terms of being easyto-read, student-friendly and elitremely helpful in a wide

helplu

range ol concerns. He even uses student's language and humor, referring to such things as strategies for

he car

"he kitchen-sinkers"

or "the grand-theorists".

methc

Clive

ln Part One, labeled "The Context," afler a short introductory chapter, the reader is led right into the
diaries ol Silverman's students and is made to feel, lrom the start, like a graduate student sitting around a

Morec

any I'r

circular seminar table listening to him speak in his class. Chapter two, entitled'The Flesearch Experience

I

I', left etched in my mind the story of a student who suffered depression for a good part of a year afier her

establ

computer crashed, resulting in the loss ol all of her work on files which had not been backed up. I think

qualitr

anyone reading this book would never let that happen to them. (Just let me pause a minute here while I
resave this.) The chapter that follows, 'The Besearch Experience ll", details the various methods

theore
plenty

available lor qualitative research, such as conducting interviews, doing ethnographies, and collecting data
via audio or video taping.

Silverman's book

is rich with examples of students' work demonstrating the range of

s
choos

possible

qualitative methods such as narratives, interviews, and ethnographies. Silverman also offers examples
from his own and others'varied research in many fields, ranging from medical interviews to studies of

reseal

this

alr

(p.4e)

female gang involvement. Readers gel a sense of qualitative research from various angles, making it

sectior

possible to visualize how they might use it for their own specific work.

theore

Part Two, "Starting Out", offers a chronology of steps the student will need to take prior to the actual'

research itself, including selecting a topic, theorizing, considering methodology, selecting cases and
writing a research proposal. One third of the book is devoted to these very importanl framework stages

I

anyon'

belore Silverman even begins to discuss data in Part Three, which is entitled, "Analyzing your Data,,.
This section details the various types of data (interviews, fieldnotes, texts, transcripls) and the various
stages of analysis of that data. The only chapter written by someone other than Silverman (namely, Clive
Seale) is devoted to the new field of using computers in the analysis of qualitative data. Finalty at the end

ol Part Three, Silverman addresses the important questions ol validity and retiabili!-

日
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process. Next, in Part Five, five major chapters are devoted just to the writing-up stage and are lilled with
valuable details that Ph.D. candidates need lo know about each part ol a lhesis: the first lew pages, the

″car

:ε

literature review, methodology, data, and linal chapters. Then in Part Six, "The Aftermath", some 50

)r,but

pages are devoted to very important issues which remain after

chl ln

the oral examination to getting published and even finding a job. The book concludes with an epilogue in

trlρ

us

a

dissertation is submitted, from taking

Part Seven which goes back over the question of quality.

:d be

I

found not only the list of references at the back of the book, but also the 'Iurther reading" sections

ta as

at the end ol each chapter, to be extremely helpful for more indepth discussion and original works

erous

relerred to by Silverman. For example, some ol lhe areas that I leel I want to read more about and lor

1985:

which he provided references include grounded theory, how-to-theorize about data, ethnography

ο′
,f

methodology, doing a literature review, narrative analysis, and using computers in qualitative research, to

)ok is

name a few. I feel that Silverman was very carelul to cover the entire field of qualilalive research and his

)a

wide
)s for

helpful relerences allowed him lo leave some of the discussion ol details to lhe various specialists which
he carefully listed. As mentioned above, Silverman even went so far as to ask one of those specialists,

Clive Seale, to write his own chapter on the topic

ol using

computers

lo analyze

qualitative data.

Эthe

Moreover, each chapter concludes with exercises which I lound far more uselul and easy lo read than

lnd a

any I've run across in numerous other works.

ence

I think

lhe most important lesson that I was left with after finishing this book was the importance ol

r her

eslablishing a strong theoretical framework lrom the beginning stages ol research. Without doing this,

think

qualitative research can easily lail to ensure reliability and validity. This idea ol the importance of a

hi!el

theoretical base came up repeatedly throughout the book, especially in discussions

hods

ol reliability,

with

plenty ol examples of students'work to show the implications of making theoretical choices.

data

Silverman addresses some

other

important questions that one must consider before actually

data. He makes it clear that during tf," I[.t"g",
ot
procedure in order to establish ieliability. He demonstrates

choosing a method and starting to collect
sible

research, the investigator must.document

lples・

this also with student examples ol how "theory should generate a series ol directions lor your research"

)s of

(p.

ng it

section to this discussion and relates this also to the idea that in the focusing of research one is making a

49).

Early on, il becomes important to nanow the focus ol one's research; Silverman devotes a large

theoretically directed selection ol which area to examine (p. 107).
rtual
and

I personally feel that this work will help me in my own research and would highly recommend it to
anyone considering undertaking a qualitative research project.

lges
ata".

Reviewed by Laurel Kamada of Aomori Akenohoshi Junior College
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